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ABSTRACT
The dependence of received power on range witnin and
belcvv atmospheric ducts was measured in conditions of
elevated, nonhomogeneous , multilayered ducts. An aircraft
with UHF transmitter covered the range to 150 nm. from a
shore based receiver. Range dependent maxima and minima
in received power were detected at tne surface in elevated
duct conditions. The results were compared to predictions
from ray, waveguide multi- mode, and single mode theories.
Ray and single mode theories were inadequate to
predict power patterns over the horizon. Multi-mode theory
yielded qualitative agreement for conditions of deep, low
elevated ducts. Agreement for higher, thinner ducts was
poor. Multilayered duct systems were observed and produced
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I . INTRODUCTION
The United States Navy has expended much effort in
attempts to measure, model and predict propagation m tne
atmosphere. This effort is due to tne impact the atmosphere
has on ccmirunication, radar detection and electronic warfare
effectiveness. Areas of continued occurrence of nonstandard
refractive conditions which produce elevated and surface
based ducts have been identified and tne operational impact
of these conditions has been verified. Recently,
operational units have attempted to develop tactics to
capitalize on these recurring conditions. The tactics
considered have involved positioning aircraft vertically to
use duct influences to enhance communication, detection and
electronic warfare system performance.
The influences of tne ducts on propagation are manifest
in the horizontal as well as vertical directions.
Propagation in ducts is a multimode phenomenon, as in
waveguides, and produces maxima and minima in the norizontal
power pattern due to interference of tne modes. Waveguide
theory has the capability to predict the occurrence of tnese
maxima and minima for a norizontally homogeneous atmospneric
duct as well as vertical power variations aoove and oelow
tne duct. Such patterns exist in atmospheric ducting
conditions and could be utilized to advantage oy snips or
10

aircraft positioning themselves at appropriate ranges from
other transmitter or receiver sites.
The purpose of this experiment was to measure
dependence of received power on range within surface based
ducts and to compare the measurements to mode theory
predictions. The ultimate goal was to determine the
feasibility of using the predicted locations of power maxima
and minima to position transmitters or receivers. An
aircraft with a UHF transmitter covered the range to 150
nm. from a shore based receiver site. Received power was
measured continuously and correlated with aircraft range.
Three aircraft altitudes were used: 1) 130 ft. altirude, 2)
100 ft. below the temperature inversion, and 3) 100 ft.
below the duct top. Three altitudes were used because the
strength of the interference pattern and the location of
maxima and minima were expected to be a function of
altitude
.
The Experimental Procedure section of this report
describes the equipment, calibration, test methods, and
analysis procedures. The Theory section presents the three
models studied and their limitations. The Experimental
Results section presents two runs representing the best and
worst agreement with the theory. Appendix A contains
calibration data. Appendix B contains the smoothed data
curves from all flights conducted during this experiment.
11

I I . EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A. £QUIPMEi>JT
1. Aircraf t
The aircraft used in this experiment was a
Beechcraft Baron equipped with a uHF transmitter and a
complete suite of meteroiogical equipment. All
ireteorclcgical parameters were measured witn a computer
controlled digital data acquisition system. Inflignt
annotations and back up recordings of some parameters were
made on an analog strip chart recorder. The equipment
description for the aircraft systems, other than tne
transmitter, is contained in Reference 1.
RF power was supplied by an AN/GRC-171 transmitter
coupled to an AN/AT-879A antenna. The antenna was mounted on
the center of the underside of the aircraft fuselage, even
with the trailing edge of the wing. The AN/GRC-171 is a UHF
voice transceiver that was designed for use in military
airfield control towers. The AN/AT-879A is a quarter
wavelength stub antenna that was designed for use in
military aircraft UHF voice communications systems. This
antenna provided directional characteristics suitable for
the air to ground measurements of this experiment. Detailed
descriptions of the AH/GRC-171 and AtJ/AT-37SA are contained
in Reference 2 and 3, respectively. Operating conditions
for the transmitter system are discussed in the Method
12

section of this report. All laboratory measurements of
system parameters are discussed in the Calibration section.
2 . Receiver Site
The receiver site for this experiment was the United
States Naval Reserve Center, Pacific Grove, California. The
system at the site included the receiver and analog and
digital instrumentation for measuring the received power.
Receiver site antenna height above ground level was measured
to be 8.86 meters. Adding the height above mean sea level
of the Pacific Grove Lighthouse of 27 meters yielded the
antenna height above mean sea level of 36m. This value was
used in all calculations. The receiver system and
























Receiver System and Instrumentation Block Diagram
The receiver system was an AN/URR-35B equiped with a
locally manufactured log periodic antenna. The antenna was
mounted on a mast atop the Reserve Center build inc. The
13

location of approximately 100 meters from the shoreline, and
the antenna elevation of 36 meters aoove mean sea level
provided for minimal terrain interference. The AN/URR-BSB
-is a crystal controlled receiver that was designed for voice
communications aboard naval ships. Although the receiver is
an older system, with tube com.ponents, the replaceable
crystal frequency control provided adequate stability for
the fixed site installation. A detailed description of the
receiver is contained in Reference 4. The receiver's
negative AGC voltage output was divided and used for both
filtered and and unfiltered inputs to a HP 7100B strip
recorder and to a digital data acquisition system. The
system consisted of a HP 59306A relay actuator, HP 3455A
digital voltmeter, HP 59309A digital clock, and HP 9825
computer. The relay actuator switched the filtered and
unfiltered voltages to the digital voltmeter. Recording
both filtered and unfiltered voltages allowed separation of
the effects of short period and long period changes in tne
received signal. The computer stored both voltmeter inputs
and the tim.e from the digital clock on its internal tape
cassette.
B. CALIBRATION
1 . Receiver System
Laboratory measurements of the AiNI/ijRR-35 receiver
negative Automatic Gain Control (AGC) voltage as a function
of input power were conducted. The calibration block
14

diagram is contained in Figure 2. Input power to the
receiver was supplied by a HP 608E signal generator at 305
















Receiver Calibration Block Diagram
the antenna input. Input power from the signal generator
and negative AGC voltage output from the fluke 8600A digital
multimeter were hand recorded. Strip recordings of filtered
and unfiltered negative AGC voltage were made to calibrate
the strip recorder. Filter characteristics are discussed in
the Method section. Filter schematic is contained in
Appendix A. The plot of AN/URR-35 input power, corrected
for line loss, versus negative AGC voltage is contained in
Appendix A. Qse of the curve for voltage to power
conversion is discussed in tne Data Analysis section.
Antenna range tests were conducted to determine tne
relative antenna patterns of the locally manufactured log
15

periodic antenna. Dipoie antenna AJ/AT-150 and monopole
antenna AN/AS~.360 patterns were ootained under similar test
conditions to estaoiish an absolute antenna gain estiip.ate.
Antenna patterns are contained in Appendix A. The log
periodic antenna had gain of 6do above the dipoie under the
same test conditions. Adding the tneoretical gain for a
half wavelength dipoie antenna of 2.14 dB above isotropic
.[Ref. 5], the gain for the log periodic antenna was d.l4 dB
Antenna to instrumentation mismatch was neglected for all
antenna tests.
2. Transmitter System
Measurements of tne AN/GRC-171 transmitter output
power and stability were conducted. The calibration blocK












Transmitter Calibration Block Diagram
The transmitter was coupled to the tiP432A power meter
through a 19.6 do coupler ana 20 db attenuator. The
transmitter was operated transmitting a continuous
16

unmodulated carrier for two hours. For the two hours the
transmitter power meter indicated 25 watts and the HP 432A
power meter indicated 3.7 dfim, without variation. Adding
calibration line losses and converting to power units
yielded 21.4 watts output power for a transmitter power
meter indication of 25 watts, under laboratory conditions.
Variations in electrical power between the laooratory and
aircraft were ignored and 21.4 watts was used as transmitter
output power for all calculations.
Airborne cnecKs of tne transmitter system were
conducted to determine if aircraft engine power setting
changes would cause detectable changes in received power due
to transmitter output variations. The aircraft flew level,
constant heading legs centered at 20 nautical miles from the
receiver site. Changes in aircraft engine power settings
were made and received power recorded on the strip cnart.
Power settings were used over the full range of aircraft
engine power tnat would be used during the experiment, and
there were no detectable variations in received power.
Antenna range tests were conducted to determine the
relative antenna patterns of the AN/AT a79A aircraft
antenna. Horizontal and vertical antenna patterns are
contained in Appendix A. Because tnere was no capaoility to
establish absolute gain, tne manufacturer's specification
value of 4 dB aoove isotropic was used in all calculations.
The antenna patterns indicate negligible changes in antenna
17

gain for small angles off aircraft axis in the vertical and
norizontal planes. The negligible cnanges tentatively
indicated that aircraft heading and attitude changes would
not influence the received power. Airborne tests were
conducted to verify these conclusions.
Two types of tests were performed to determine the
effect of the aircraft's attitude on the received power: 1)
climbs and descents at constant drift angle to check angle
of attack and 2) changes in direction for level flight to
check horizontal attitude. To perform test 1) the aircraft
flew 1000 ft per minute climos and 500 ft per minute
descents on a constant heading centered at 20 nautical miles
from the receiver site. Strip chart recordings of received
power were obtained during all maneuvers. Aircraft attitude
was adjusted to maintain constant drift angle between
aircraft track and aircraft heading. Climbs and descents
were performed at zero drift angle with the aircraft heading
toward and away from tne receiver site. Figure 4 shows tne
test profile. There were no detectable cnanges in received
AIRCRAFT TRACK
P
J DRIFT RECEIVER SITE
< ANGLE
^ X ^ AIRCRAFT
^ HEADING
Figure 4.
Aircraft Attitude Test Profile
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power as a function of drift angle. There were no
detectable changes caused by the angle of attack during
climbs or descents. However, large power variations
resulted during turning maneuvers and push over and pull up
maneuvers at the start and end of descents and climbs. As a
result of the conclusions from tnese tests, all received
power data recorded in turning maneuvers or nonsteady
portions of climbs and descents were discarded.
3. Coaxial Cables
Laboratory measurements of transmitter and receiver
systems coaxial cable line losses were made. The












Coaxial Cable Line Loss Measurement
power of 1 milliwatt (0 dBm) at a frequency of 305.3
megahertz was input in one end of the coaxial and a HP 4 78
thermistor and an HP 4 32A power meter were used to record
attenuation in decibels below 1 milliwatt (d3ir.) . Appendix A





Signal measurements, as a function of range and
altitude, were made using a transmitting aircraft and a
receiver station located on the shore. Figure 6 depicts the






Experimental concept with idealized A profile
to provide power measurements in the duct below the
temperature inversion. Measurements were also taken above
the duct for comparison with the in duct measurements.
Flight profiles were tnen developed to determine aircraft
influences on power variations. These flight profiles are
discussed in tne Calibration section.
2. Flight Patns
The experiment was conducted over the Pacific Ocean
along the coast of central California in September, 1981.
Figure 7 snows tne tnree flignt paths that were used during







295 degrees magnetic from the receiver site. Patn numoer
cne was selected for its proximity to land wnich provided
for aircraft sarety during warm up flights and uuring
equipment checK flights. Path nuirber two was a constant
bearing of 2d5 degrees magnetic rrom tne receiver site. Path
nuir.Der two was used on the majority of data flights oecause
.it provided a greater distance from land, reducing land
influences on tne refractive conaitions. These influences
are discussed below. Path number three was a constant
bearing of 270 aegrees magnetic from tne receiver site and
was perpendicular to the coast. Path numoer tnree was flown
on tne final flignt for comparison of refractive conditions
with paths more parallel to land.
Path numoer one was selected in planning because it
was theorized that a path parallel to the coast would ensure
fairly constant conditions over the patn. Surface based
ducts could be expected near land due to the circulation
patterns produced by prevailing westerly winds. The vertical
convection overland during the daytime neatmg cycle was
expected to prcduce circulation aloft from land to sea and
descending air over the water near the coastline. This
descending air over the water, referred to as local
subsidence, was expected to prcduce lower inversion heignts
near land. However, for tne conditions of these
experiments, tnis effect occurred only at distances less
than approximately ten nautical miles from land. Path one
22

did not prcauce tne desired horizontiai norr.ogenei ty . For
two reasons path one was aoanaoned in favor of patn two.
First, aircraft navigation required a path farther from
shore at long ranges from the receiver site. At the long
range end of path one tne aircraft was near a line drawn
between the two strongest loran stations. On this line,
called a baseline, the loran fixes were intermittent and
aircraft range data were lost. Second, proximity to land
and low aircraft altitudes used in the experiment introduced
a safety prooiem on path one in conditions of low clouds.
For these reasons, path two was preferred.
3. Flignt Profiles
Figure 8 depicts a schematic cf tne flight profile
used for the experiment. The aircraft initially performed a
turning climb (spiral sounding) at approximately lU nm.
(18.5km) from the receiver site to obtain meteorological
data. The spiral soundings started at 10 ft. (.3m.) from the
surface and continued to at least 30U0 ft. (909m) altitude.
The aircraft then proceeded to over the receiver site and
coiTjnenced the outbound flignt on a constant bearing path.
The initial altitude was 100ft. (30m) below the temperature
inversion, as determined by the 10 nm spiral sounding. At
range intervals of approximately 30 nm. (56Km) the aircraft
performed ciiirJDS at 500 ft. (151.5m) per minute rate to an
altitude wnere the temperature gradient was again negative.








































and then performed a descent at 1000 ft. (303 m) per minute
rate to a new altitude. This new altitude was 100 ft. (.3Qn)
below the temperature inversion as determined by the last
climb. The entire climb and descent sequence is referred to
hereafter as sawtooth soundings. The sawtooth procedure was
interrupted at 75 nm (139km) to perform a second spiral
.sounding. The sawtooth procedure continued again from 75 nm
(139km) tc 150 nm (278km) where a third spiral sounding was
performed. After completion of the third spiral sounding
the aircraft descended to 130 ft. (4Cm) and proceeded back
toward the receiver site at constant altitude on reciprocal
bearing. The aircraft periodically descended to 10 ft (.3m)
and returned to 130 ft (40m) to reset the pressure
altimeter. After passing over the receiver site the run was
terminated with a fourth spiral sounding at approximately 10
nm (18.5km). On one flignt tne procedure was modified so
that the maximum level flight time was at 6000 ft (1829m).
This high altitude data was taken to be compared witn the
data in and below the duct. Appendix A contains a table of
flights and flight conditions.
4 . Aircraft Procedures
The GRC-171 transmitted a continuous unmodulated
carrier at 305.3 Mriz. Indicated output power was 25 watts
on the transmitter power meter. The power meter was
monitored periodically and during conditions of exceptional
variations of received oower. l^io deviations from 25 watts
25

indicated output power were discerned during any check. Tne
aircraft digital systern recorded atmospheric pressure,
temperature and dew point temperature. Also recorded
digitally were time and loran position in latitude and
longitude. Digital data were taken continuously during
aircraft flights at sample intervals of approximately 2.5
seconds or 4.5 seconds depending on the flight. An analog
strip recorder recorded atmospheric pressure, temperature
and dew point and aircraft altitude. Coordination with the
receiver site was conducted on Very High Frequency (VHF)
voice radio and hand annotations were made of aircraft range
and bearing from the receiver site at approxim:ately 10 nm
(18.5Km) intervals as back up information. Times of climbs,
descents, turns, radio transmissions, aircraft heading,
aircraft ground speeds, and other events such as clear air
turbulence were also hand recorded on both the aircraft
strip chart and the receiver site strip chart.
5 . Receiver Site Procedures
The receiver site digital data acquisition system
recorded receiver negative automatic gain control (AGC)
voltage from the Ai>J/URR-35. Recordings were made of botn
unfiltered and filtered AGC voltage. Filtered voltages were
from a .1 Mriz low pass filter. For tnis experiment, primary
interest was in low frequency variations in received power.
These variations were produced oy tne aircraft traversing
the power patterns in the duct. Higher frequency variations

in received signal were produced oy aircraft antenna pattern
moticn and pnase changes in the reflected path caused by
ocean surface wave action. The high frequency variations
were eliminated in the filtered voltages. Filtered voltage
was used in all data analysis discussed below.
TiiTie was also recorded digitally. Digital receiver
AGC voltage rr.easuremen ts were taken continuously during the
aircraft flights at a sample interval of approximately .1
seconds. One hundred samples were averaged to provide a 10
second sample interval for stored AGC voltage data. An
analog strip recording of filtered and unfiltered receiver
AGC voltage was made and nand annotated in tne same manner
as the aircraft strip chart recording described above.
D. DATA Ar^ALifSIS
1. General
Analysis of the aircraft meteorological data and
receiver site AGC voltage data produced three types of
plots: lA versus height {A profiles), received power versus
range (loss curves), and receive power versus neight (heignt
gain curves). This section describes data analysis
processes, including the conversions, editing proceedures,
and estimates used to attain the final graphs.
2. Loss curves
Annotations of times and aircraft ranges on both
aircraft and receiver strip cnarts were used manually to
establish a table of times versus ranges for each flight.
27

Intermediate ranges were estimated using the average
aircraft velocity between the recorded points. The time
periods were edited to eliminate aircraft climbs, descents
or turns. The remaining times and ranges were used in a
digital program to perform a time search of the receiver
site voltage data producing a matrix of range versus
negative AGC voltage for each flight. The negative AGC
voltage was then converted to relative received power in
decibels below a milliwatt (dbm) using the Ai>I/URR-35
calibration curves.
The computer power conversion equations were
established by regression analysis of the calibration
points. The calibration curves and the power conversion
coefficients are contained in Appendix A.
The points for each loss curve were grouped and
ploted according to aircraft altitude. Low altitude (40m)
data were taken at constant pressure altitude over che
entire range and are grouped in one plot. However, high
altitude data were taken in level flight at various pressure
altitudes, either 100 ft (30.3m) below the temperature
inversion or aoove tne duct top. The data for 100 ft
(30..3m) below the temperature inversion are grouped in one
plot for each flignt and the data above the duct top were
grouped in one plot for each flight. Variations in aircraft
height due to variations of the temperature inversion neight
were not noted on the plots.
28

For each power plot a received power threshold was
established from the negative AGC voltage with the aircraft
transmitter power off. The zero input AGC voltage was
converted to relative received power in dbm using the
calioration curves. This receiver threshold was used to
establish the point below which receiver signal was
considered not measurable. Points below the receiver
threshold were eliminated. Missing data due to climbs or
descents for range intervals of greater than 10 nm (13.5km)
were indicated as gaps in the loss curves.
3 . M Profiles
Plots of modified refractivity units (M units)
versus height above the surface were made from measurements
of atmospheric temperature, pressure, and dew point
temperature taken by the aircraft. Aircraft m.easurements
were made during climbs and descents. Occassionally
,
gust
conditions caused the aircraft climbs or descents to be
nonmonotonic. The points were edited to provide a monotonic
increase or decrease in aircraft height with time. Aircraft
altitude for each climb or descent was digitally recorded in
pressure altitude and was referenced to the 10 ft (3.03m)
pressure taken oy the aircraft. On soundings for whicn the
aircraft did not descend to 10 ft (3.03m) the 10 ft (3.03m)
pressure measurement closest in range to tne sounding was
used as a reference value. Synoptic variations in surface
pressure from sounding to reference point were ignored.
29

4 . Height Gain Curves
Received power versus height (height gain curves)
were taKen from sawtooth ciimo and descent data. Spiral
soundings were not used for neignt gain because aircraft
turns influenced the measurements. The aircraft digital
acquisition system recorded pressure altitude at 2.5 or 4.5
measurements per second as discussed aiDOve. Listings of
aircraft pressure altitudes and times were used to manually
select receiver AGC voltage points from the analog strip
chart data. Tables of receiver AGC voltage versus aircraft
pressure altitude were edited to provide monotonic heignt
information. The taoles were then manually entered into tne
digital computer for conversion to received power, for
storage and for plotting. Heignt gain curves were
identified with the average range for the climo or descent
pericd. Duct top and bottom points from tne sawtootn i-l
profiles and the free space received power computed from






Three methods of analysis of RF propagation m tne
atmosphere were considerea in this scudy: i) ray tneory
,
2) waveguide mode theory and 3) a single mode appproxiiiiation
to the mode theory. This section provides general
discussion, presents cnarac ter is tic output curves and
discusses the advantages and limitations of eacn metnod. A
presentation of the general tneory of atmospheric effects on
propagation witn basic definitions is contained in
references 5 and 7.
E. RA^ IdilQRY
Ray theory considers the propagation paths to be rays
whicn are defined as "normals to the surfaces of constant
phase of the wavef ronts. " [Ref 8]. Using Snell's Law, ray
theory predicts the effect of refraction on tne direction of
propagation without regard to tne wavelength or the pnase of
tne waves.
The ray tracing program used in tnis experiment was
developed oy the Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego,
California, and is presented in detail in Reference 9. Ray
path predictions from tnis program were used to iaentify the
refractive conditions under whicn the power variations with
range in the duct were expected to be greatest. These
conditions were desired for tne experiment to facilitate the
31

measurement of the location in range of the maximum and
minimum power points. Figure 9a is an M profile wnich
yields a surface based duct, usea in planning tne
experiment. Figure 10 (a) to (c) are the ray traces using M
profile of Figure 9 for three transmitter altitudes: 1) 130
ft. from the surface, 2) 100 ft. oelow the temperature
inversion and 3) 100 ft. below the duct top. All three ray
traces predict maxima and minima in the received power as a
function of range. Figure 10 (c) indicates that tne
transmitter in the duct, 100 ft. below tne duct top,
provides tne most pronounced concentration of rays at the
surface maxima. This implies tnat receive power maxim.a and
minima would be strongest for the aircraft at triis altitude
relative to tne duct.
Figure 9 (b) is a theoretical trilinear M profile
yielding an elevated duct. Figure 11 (a) to (c) is the ray
trace using the same three transmitter altitudes relative to
the duct. The ray traces of Figure 11 indicate that the
occurrence of maxima and minima in the received power at tne
surface would not be expected for elevated ducts. These
predictions indicate a clear distinction between received
power patterns at the surface for surface based and elevated
ducts. Two factors limit the validity of tnis simple
prediction. First, tne lack of pnase information makes
conclusions concerning power distribution questionable.








































































RANQE IN NAUTICAL HILES
Figure 10.
120 150
Ray traces for surface based auct (a) Transmitter at
130 ft. Altitude (b) 100 ftj below temperature inversion























































RANQE IN NAUTICAL miLES
( C) RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
Figure ii.
Ray traces for elevated duct (a) Transmitter at i3U
ft.
(b) 100 ft. below temperature inversion
(c) 100 ft. below duct top.
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tneory indicaCes total trapping. These two factors would
tend to reduce tne power maxima and feed power into tne
minima resulting in a less pronounced power pattern as a
function of range for the surface cased duct. The power of
high order, leaky modes outside an elevated duct would tend
to produce a maximum and minimum pattern at the surface
where none was predicted by ray theory.
Ray theory is effective in providing a simple graphical
view of the nature of refractive effects but does not
provide a quantitative representation of energy
distribution, Ray theory breaks down for prediction of
energy distribution because the phase difference of various
refracted paths arriving at a point are not considered. The
ray program used in this experiment did not consider
horizontal changes in the A profile. Reference 10 considers
horizontal changes in the M profile for ray tracing. These
horizontal changes are discussed in the Experimental Results
section.
C. iMCDE THEORY
Mode theory accounts for wavelengtn, pnase, and
penetration of the boundaries and predicts the energy
distribution. The atmosphere is treated as a waveguide with
losses [Ref 11]. A multimode solution to the wave equation
is provided, incorporating nonstandard refractive
conditions. The waveguide mode orcgram used in this
experiment was developed by tne iNlaval Ocean Systems Center,
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San Diego, California, and is presented in detail in
Reference 12. Two experimental verifications of the
waveguide ir.oce program are contained in References 13
(Pappert, et. al.) and 14 (SkilLiian and Woods). Comparison
of tnese verifications to this experiment is contained in
the Experimental Results section.
waveguide mode programs generally calculate power in two
ways. The coherent or vector sum takes the vector sum of
the power density from tne magnitude of the resultant field.
The vector sum. accounts for a definte phase relationship
among modes at a point [Ref 15], The incoherent or power
sum takes the sum of the power of the modes at a point. This
sum is the expected value of the power for the modes
assuming uniformly distributed phase. The vector sum
exhibits more variation in the height gain curve due to
phase interaction of tne modes. The power sum yields better
agreement for average power levels at long range due to tne
random, phase relationship of the modes at long range [Ref
16]. Tne random, phase possibly results from duct
non-uniformity. Tne waveguide program predictions were
compared to the measurements of this experiment and are
presented in tne Experimental Results section.
Figure 12 contains waveguide mode predictions from tne
m.ode program for the theoretical surface based A profile of
Figure 9 (a). The waveguide mode program outputs

































Mode program predictions for surface based duct
(a) Transmitter at 130 ft. altitude (b) 100 ft. below
temperature inversion (c) 100 ft. below duct top.
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receive antenna. Figure 12 has been referenced to tne
equipment used in this experiment for direct comparison with
experimental data. The propagation loss predictions of
Figure 12 were computed for three aircraft altitudes: 1) 130
ft. from the surface, 2) 150 ft. below tne temperature
inversion and 3) 150 ft. below the duct top. As in the ray
traces for this profile, all three plots predict maxima and
minima in the received power as a function of range. The
aircraft altitude effects the depth of the maxima and their
spacing with range. For 130 ft. aircraft altitude. Figure
12 predicts minima at approximately 20, dO, and 140 nm. The
power excursions, peak to null, are predicted to be
approximately 40 db. For aircraft altitude 150 ft. below
the temperature inversion, the period has decreased and the
power excursions are less than for the previous altitude.
Miniira occur at approximately 25, 55, 85, 115 and 140 nm
.
Maximum power excursion of approximately 15 db at near range
decreases to approximately 5 db at 140 nm. For aircraft
altitude 150 ft. below the top of the duct, the spacing and
the power excursions increase over that for the previous
altitude. Minima occur at approximately 50, 110 and 160 nm..
The power at 150 ft. below the duct top is a maximum wnen
power at 130 ft. is at a minimum. Figure 12 implies thac
aircraft heignt miight be chosen to maximize or minimize the
received signal for a given surface based duct condition.
The mode program used in this experiment is limited by
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tnree factors. First, the program does not account tor the
presence of the evaporation duct [Ref 17], a low level
ground based duct usually present over the ocean to a neignt
of approximately 10 meters. This duct traps energy near the
surface when either or both the transmitter and receiver
antenna falls in the duct and would tend to enhance power
within a higher surface based duct. Second, this program
uses an average M profile and assumes the refractive
conditions are homogeneous witn range. The horizontal
change in the boundaries of tne duct in a waveguide
multimcde problem will cause conversion of energy between
modes [Ref IS]. If the conversion is from highly attenuated
modes to modes with lower attenuation, the actual losses in
the waveguide would oe less than predicted by the mode
program. Third, accurate solution of tne multimode problem
requires finding the roots to the wave equation with the
mode condition applied. Failure to identify all the
significant roots of tne equation may limit the accuracy of
the solution of received power at a point. Initial
parameters are required, sucn as the neight for unity
refractive index and tne reference neignt for the reflection
coefficient in the duct [Kef 19]. In some cases cnanging
these parameters can provide for more modes in the solution
for significant roots [Ref 20]. These additional modes
could provide for more power trapped in the duct than
predicted if the roots were missed. The problem of missing
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modes can only be corrected if there is a known experimental
standard to which the results of the program can be
compared. As discussed above, the program assumes an
average homogeneous profile. Therefore, no such standard can
be applied for the case of extreme nonuniformi ty in M
profile. The implications of these three restrictions are
discussed in the Experimental Results section.
D. SINGLE MODE APPROXIMATION
The single mode approximation to the waveguide mode
theory provides a simple estim.ate of a solution to tne wave
equation for surface based duct conditions. The single mode
approximation is included in tne Integrated Refractive
Effects Prediction System (IREPS). IREPS was developed by
the Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, California and is
discussed in reference 21,
Path loss for this model is computed for three regions:
1) Interference 2) Intermediate 3) Diffraction. The
-interference region extends to tne effective horizon
(geometric horizon modified for refractive conditions). In
the interference region, the received power is computed
using a program which calculates phase difference by
accounting for path length, compensation for curved earth
and change in reflection coefficient due to conductivity of
the ocean. The intermediate region is beyond but near the
effective norizon and is that region in which tne
diffraction solutions cannot use a single moae estimate. In
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tne intermediate region a straight line interpolation of
power levels oetween the interference and the diffraction
regions is used. Tne difrraction region is well beyond tne
horizon. In this region the program computes loss for
ducted signals using empirically established neight gain
functions for tne transmitter and receiver and an
attenuation factor for tne single primary mode.
Figures 13 (a) to (c) are tne predicted loss curves from
tne single mode program using tne tneoretical trilinear r4
profile of Figure 9 (a). These curves are predictions for
received power for the three aircraft altitudes used in tne
previous section. There are predictions of maxima and
minima in the interference region for Figure 13 (a), but
none are predicted in the diffraction region for any curve.
This lack of diffraction region power pattern, other than a
monotonic decrease, is caused by the assumption that the
height gain curves for the diffraction region are not a
function of range.
The limitations of the single mode program to surface
cased duct conditions and the assumption that the neight
gain curves are independent of range are severe
restrictions. The single mode program could not be used in
this study to predict the envelope of tne loss curve in the
diffraction region cecause it ignores tne range versus power
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RANGE(NM)
Figure 13. Loss curves. Single mode approximation.
Surface based duct. Dashed line is free space
power
at 160 nm. (a) 130 ft. altitude (b) 100 ft. below
temperature inversion (c.) 100 ft. below duct top.
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IV . EXPERI^£:JTAL RESULTS
A. GENERAL
The experimental data were reduced to five types of
curves: 1) A profiles for eacn flight on a height versus
range grapn, 2) height gain curves for eacn flight on a
height versus range graph, 3) for one run (run 3) tne neignt
gain curves are plotted witn tne waveguide mode theory
predicted neignt gain curves, 4) received power versus range
for the aircraft below the duct near the earth's surface
(130 to 200 ft.) , 5) received power versus range for the
aircraft 100 ft. oelow the temperature inversion. Appendix 3
contains tne experimental data for all flights conducted in
tnis experiment. Runs 3 and 9 typify tne extremes in the
results and the discussion below is limited to these runs. A
table of duct tops and bottoms for all soundings taKen in
this experiment are contained in Appendix A.
B. M PROFILES
Figure 14 contains the H profiles for run 8 and
illustrates tne general refractive conditions during the
experiment. The duct is elevated at all ranges. The duct
top varies approximately 240 meters, maximum, to minimum, and
rises appr oxim.ately 200 meters from near the receiver to
long range. The surface based conditions desired in tne
planning of tne experiment were never realized and tne









Run 6 M Profiles
for all runs. The influence of local suosidence mentioned
above reduced elevated duct heights near land and caused a
sloping of the duct neight up and away from the receiver
site.
C. riEIGHT GAIN CURVES
Figure 15 is a heignt gain curve from run 6 taken at 1G2
nm. average range. Included in Figure 15 is the waveguide
mode program power sum output using tne 67 nm. A profile of
Figure 14 as the average profile. The predicted power does
not follow either tne average level oelow free space or the
envelope features of tne measured curve. Figure 16 is tne
same height gain compared to waveguide mode program power
sum output for the 10 nm. M profile of Figure 14. agreement
but does not produce the envelope features of the measured
curve. Figure 17 (a) and (b.) are comparisons of
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Figure 15.
Run 8 Height Gain for 102 nm. (solid line)




Run 8 Height Gain for 102 nm. (solid line)
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(b)
Figure 17.
Run 8 Height Gain at i02 nm. (solid line) and ^/ector sura
theory (bars) for (a) 57 nm. profile (b) 10 nm. profile
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tne 102 ni?.. measured height gain with the waveguide mode
program vector sum for tne 57 nm. and the 10 nm. A profiles.
The 67 nm. profile provides better agreement v/ith measured
envelope features in and above the duct. Both vector suym
cases predict lower average power level for the power sum is
in closer agreement with tne measured values. Similar
conclusion for the vector sum average power was reached by
Skillman and woods, but tneir vector sum envelope agreement
was better. The figures presented here are cnaracter is tic
of the lack of agreement between theory and measurement in
this experiment. Measured height gains show power levels
within lOdb of free space with envelope features varying
approximately 5db above and below free space. Predicted
height gains are as much as 30 db lower than measured and
predict envelope features varying less than a few db from
tne mean power.
Selection of the lOnm. >l profile provided better average
power agreement for the power sum than the 61 nm. :•! profile.
The better agreement may be due to tne 10 nm. M profile
which yielded a wider duct and provided for more lower
attenuation modes. These modes would yield a nigher average
power. The vector sum, provided some improvement in
agreement for the 67 nm. M profile but poor agreement for
tne 10 nm A profile.
The agreement between waveguide mode theory and
measured height gain curves in tnis experiment is not as
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good as previous experimental verification made oy Pappert
and Skiilman. In the experiment of Pappert, the
refractivity conditions produced wide surface based ducts,
that were nearly uniform with range. The surface oased
conditions would yield solutions with fewer significant
leaky modes. The fewer leaky modes would simplify tne
solution and improve agreement. In the experiment of
Skiilman, tne refractivity conaitions produced very nign
elevated ducts nonuniform in range. However, power
measurements of Skiilman were maae at mucn greater ranges
into tne diffraction region tnan this experiment. Solutions
improve at greater distances from tne horizon [Ref 22]
,
which may account for SKillman's better agreeement oetween
tneory and measurement.
The limitation of the waveguide mode program to an
average M profile could oe tne most significant factor
causing the descrepancy between tneory and measurement in
this experiment. The tilt of an elevated layer ennances
trapping [Ref 22] and maintains propagation power aoove that
for a norizontal auct. i'he effect of nonuniformi ty in the M
profile witn range and proximity to tne horizon of this





i . Aircraft 3elow The Duct
Figure id is tne loss curve for run 3 for tne
aircraft altitude of 130 ft. Tne curve shows interference
-S5
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Run 3 Loss Curve. Aircraft altitude 130 ft,
dashed line is calculated free space power
maxiiiia and minima from 30 nip. to 100 nm. range. There are
minima of 15 db depth at approximately 35, 55 and 75 nm. The
.interference pattern is not present at ranges greater tnan
80 nm. The average power for this run is approximately 20
db celow free space. This run produced tne Dest defined
interference structure of tne experiment. The envelope of
the curve of Figure 18 compares favorably with the
tneoretical patterns predicted oy Figure 12 (a). The
elevated ducts of run 8 could oe expected to contain nign
order leaky modes that would produce interference power
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patterns oeiow tne duct similar to those expected in cne
duct. Figure 18 patterns are of shorter period and have a
smaller peak to null power difference than those of Figure
12 (a). Differences in the cnaracter of tne curves are to
be expected since Figure 12 (a) is for a theoretical M
profile yielding a surface based duct but the measurements
of Figure 18 were taken in elevated duct conditions.
Figure 19 is the loss curve for run 9 for an aircraft
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Run 9 Loss Curve. Aircraft altitude 150 ft.
Dashed line is calculated free space power.
not exhibit significant features or a recognizaole period.
Figure 20 contains the M profiles for run 9. The
refractivity conditions vary in two respects from those of
run d (shown in Figure 14) . First, the near range duct




Run 9 M Profiles
high order leaky modes, less interference between modes
below the duct, and a recognizable interference pattern. The
larger number of higher order modes in run 9 accounts for
tne absence of recognizable interference patterns oelow the
duct. Second, run 9 refractivity structure contains
multiple elevated ducts. L4odes coupled to the higher ducts
would have leakage cut the top and interference patterns of
their own below the multiple duct system. The leaKage and
•interference patterns would tend to destroy the enveicpe of
the lower ducts through interference. The narrower duct
system and the multiple duct system would account for the
lack of recognizaole period to run 9 data.
2. Aircraft in the Duct
figure 21 is the loss curve for run 3 for aircraft
altitude 100 ft. below tne temperature inversion. The curve


















Run 8 Loss Curve. Aircraft 100 ft. below temperature
inversion. Oasned line is calculated free space power.
levels were the highest obtained in the duct during this
experiment. Periods of no data (due to tne sawtooth
profile.) make determination of maxima and minima impossible
for this data.
Figure 22 is the loss curve for run 9. The curve does
not show the hign average power level of run 8. The average
power level is 10 db oelow free space at tne maxim.um
occur ing at 60 nm. The reasons for the difference in power
in tne duct between run 8 and run 9 is connected to tne duct
width and multiple duct system effects discussed aocve.
However, tne lacK of recognizable period for power
measurements in the duct is cnaracter istic of otner runs not
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Figure 22.
Run 9 Loss Curve. Aircraft iOO ft. below duct top
Dashed line is calculated free space power.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this experiment was to measure received
power at low altitudes during surface based ducting
conditions, to compare the measurements to theoretical
predictions for verification of the theory, and to study the
feasibility of using the predictions to enhance the use of
Navy systems. Refractive ducting conditions during this
experiment were elevated and inhomogeneous with range in all
cases and multilayered in some cases. This was unfortunate
since, for the experimental procedure used, theoretical
predictions indicate surface based duct conditions would
yield the best results. As expected, ray theory and single
mode approximation theory proved to be severely limited in
predicting horizontal power patterns. Ray theory gives only
a qualitative picture of the location of maxima and only
within a duct. The single mode theory does not have the
capability to predict power fluctuations in the diffraction
region.
For conditions of wide, low ducts the measured received
power patterns below the elevated ducts agreed qualitatively
with the waveguide mode theory predictions for surface based
ducts. In conditions of higher and thinner ducts, agreement
with theory was not good. The interference of modes from
various ducts in the multiple duct system appears to destroy
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the power pattern below the ducts. The lack of capability
of the waveguide mode program used here to find all
significant modes limits the program's ability to predict
results for the conditions of this experiment.
The results of this experiment imply that there are
range dependent maxima and minima in the received power at a
surface site even when the duct is elevated. This effect
could be used to enhance signal reception. However, in the
elevated duct conditions encountered in this experiment, use
of currently available theories to predict the ranges of
occurrence is not feasible, except possibily in the presence
of wide, low ducts. Verification of the existence of maxima
and minima at ranges beyond the horizon is significant and
warrants further investigation. The ducting conditions
encountered during this experiment were far from ideal for
investigating this type of effect. Additional tests in
surface based ducting conditions should be carried out.
There curently exist more advanced techniques for waveguide
solutions [Ref 23], but present theories are not adequate.
New program techniques capable of accounting for
nonhomogeneous M conditions are needed. Improved theoretical
models and their verification by additional experiment could
provide predictions that would allow tactical utilization of

































































Relative Antenna Patterns (a) AN/AS 36 Monopole










Relative Antenna Patterns AM/AT 8 7 9A
(a) Horizontal (b) Vertical, short axis









1 Transmitter 3 -0.3
2 Receiver 6 -o. 3
3 Receiver 35 -2.8





FLIGHT RUN DATE CONDITIONS
1 06/03/81 U. S. S. ACANIA
EQUIPMENT TEST
2 06/10/81 U. S. S. ACAN I
A
EQUIPMENT TEST
3 08/07/81 U. S. S.
TEST
ACANIA DUCT
4 08/10/81 U. S. S.
TEST
ACANIA DUCT
5 08/12/81 U. S. S.
TEST
ACANIA DUCT
01 6 09/05/81 AIRCRAFT
TEST
EQUIPMENT
02 7 09/07/81 AIRCRAFT DUCT TEST
03 8 09/09/81 AIRCRAFT DUCT TEST
OU 9 09/10/81 AIRCRAFT DUCT TEST
05 10 09/12/81 AIRCRAFT MANEUVER TEST
05 11 09/12/81 AIRCRAFT DUCT TEST
06 12 09/15/81 AIRCRAFT DUCT TEST
06 13 09/15/81 LADDER SOUNDINGS AT 10
NM.
07 14 09/16/81 LADDER SOUNDINGS AT 4
NM.
08 09/18/81 MONTEREY AREA
SOUNDINGS
09 15 09/19/81 AIRCRAFT DUCT TEST
















-2.0 > V>-3.0 1 1.19999950000
2 0.99999900000
3 -100.10000000000







DUCT TOPS AND BOTTOMS
MONTEREY DATA
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Figure B-2 . Run 7. (a) 200 ft. Aircraft altitude














Figure B-3 . Run 8 (a) M profiles (b) Height gain curves
Dashed line is free space power. Dot/dashed line connects
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Figure B-4 . Run 3 (a) 130 ft. Aircraft altitude
(b) Aircraft 100 ft. below temperature inversion
Dashed line is free space power.
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Figure B-5. Run 9 (a) M profiles (b) Height gain curves
Dashed line is free space power. Dashed/dot line connects
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Figure B-6. Run 9 (a) Aircraft altitude 150 ft.
(b) Aircraft 100 ft. below temperature inversion
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Figure B-8. Run 11 (a) Aircraft altitude 130 ft
(b) Aircraft 100 ft. below temperature inversion










Figure B-9. Run 13
Dashed line is free
(b)
(a) M profiles (b) Height gain curves
space power. Dashed/dot line connects
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Figure B-10. Run 12 (a) Aircraft altitude 130 ft
(b) Aircraft 100 ft. below temperature inversion
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Figure B-12 . Run 15 (a) Aircraft altitude 130 ft
(b) Aircraft altitude 5000 ft.


















Figure B-13 Run 15 (a) M profiles (b) Height gain curves
Dashed line is free space power.
X indicates duct top and bottom.






















Figure B-IU. Run 15 (a) Aircraft altitude 130 ft
(b) Aircraft 100 ft. below temperature inversion










Figure B-15. Run 8 height gain curves. Power sum.
Dotted line is mode theory using 67 nm. M profile
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Figure 3-16. Run 8 height gain curves. Power sum.
Dotted line is mode theory using 57 nm. M profile












Figure 3-17. Run 8 height gain curves. Power sum.
Dotted line is mode theory using 10 nm. M profile















Figure B-18 . Run 8. 102 nm. height gain curves
Dotted line is mode theory. Vector sum.







Figure B-19. Run 8 height gain curves. Dotted line is
mode theory using 67 nm. M profile. Vector sum.
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